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Zinnia
Hello? Narrator?

Narrator
Yes, Zinnia?

Zinnia
Oh, there you are. Just making certain that you’re, you know, ready to

start.

Narrator
Yes Zinnia, I’m ready. Are you?

Zinnia
Absolutely! I’m totally ready to break... into a... jail.



Narrator
Well then, I’ll get on with it.

Zinnia
Right. I’ll be over there, on the other side of the introduction.

Trying not to look, you know, like we’re about to break into a… jail.

Narrator
Well, then. Previously on “Level One Human”, the party made it to The
Scalded Muskrat: “Oh, that’s just the sign; we don’t actually have any

muskrat.” And heard there was someone who matched Rhodan’s
description: “You guys - are you the guys I was drinking with last
night? Oh god, I can’t remember.” “Nope, not us.” “Yeah, that’s not
Rhodan.” And battled Palanus’ curse: “It’s Palanus! Stop him!” “I’m
trying! There’s too many people! I don’t want to injure anyone!” “I’m
being injured!” So they decided to pay Palanus a little visit in jail:
“It’s against my moral code to break and enter.” “Or we could just
burn down the building and kill everyone.” “What the h-“ “Okay!

Breaking and entering it is!” And now onto “Level One Human” Episode
Three - “Shish-ka-pixie”.

(Transition - All whispering, night noises.)

Egan
It’s a good thing we waited until nightfall; there were too many

people around during the day.

Lars
I don’t like this.

Moxie
Lars, that’s the fifth time you’ve said that. I know.

Lars
I still don’t like this.

Zinnia
I really hope he’s seen Rhodan. I don’t want to get arrested for

nothing.

Moxie
I don’t want to get arrested at all.



Egan
All right, we just have to take care of those two stupid-looking
guards. Any ideas to get rid of them? Distractions? Or spells?

Moxie
It’s the middle of the night, and we had a fight today. I’m almost out

of potions. I could maybe manage to make another one or two.

Zinnia
That fight wore me out. I’d rather save my energy in case things go

wrong and we really need to resort to magic.

Egan
All right, I got this; no problem.

(Sound: short walking sound)
(imperiously) You there!

Guard 4
(surprised) Whuua?

Egan
(like an overblown stage magician) Look into my eyes! Bow and submit

to your master!

Guard 4
I’m not really into that stuff; thanks.

Guard 4 & 5
(laugh)

Guard 5
Noice!

Egan
Wha-? (Angrily) How dare you resist! Look into my compelling gaze and

relinquish control!

Guard 4 &5
(laugh)

Guard 5



Sorry, bud; that gaze isn’t very compelling. You’ve got cool eyes,
though.

Guard 4
Richard, quit it! No fraternizing on the job! (pause) Now scram, you,

before we lock you up, too.

Egan
Wha- why isn’t it working?? You’re just a couple of lousy humans!

Listen to me-!

Guard 4
Hey, get off me!

(Sound: Egan and the guards continue arguing in distance. Transition -
to others whispering.)

Lars
What are they doing? What could they be talking about? Is Egan about

to kiss one of them?!

Zinnia
Well, that’d be one way to distract them.

Moxie
They’re all just talki-- Oops-!, (resigned) Aaaaaand, the guards are

reaching for their weapons.

Zinnia
(Sighs) “I got this,” they said. Lars, you’re big and strong; go help

them.

Lars
(quietly pleased) Aww, thank you! (pause) What do you mean by “help?”

Guard 4
I think I’ve had enough of this.

Egan
I swear, if you don’t--

Guard 5



(in a manly fashion) I think you could use some cool-off-time...
behind bars!

Lars
(clears throat)

Guard 4
Who the heck are-- (sound: cut off, punching sound, thud)

Lars
I’m sorry! (Sound: punching sound)

Guard 5
Ow! Wha-- (sound: punching sound, thud)

Lars
I’m so, so sorry! (pause) Hello? (pause) Hello?

Egan
They’re out. (reluctantly) I suppose that method works, too.

Zinnia
(Whispering) Drag them inside! We can’t let anyone see!

(Sound: dragging)

Moxie
Egan! What was that you were doing? You looked like you were trying to

climb up one of them. While yelling at him.

Egan
I was-- I--… nothing, apparently.

Zinnia
I don’t know why you thought you could just ask them to leave.

Egan
(Offended) I wasn’t--

Lars
(Winded) Whew, these guys must work out. Okay, everyone, get in here

before we’re spotted!



(Sound: walking into jail, voices echo, distant kazoo blues)

Zinnia
There’s an extra cell right here; put them in.

Moxie
Don’t forget to grab the keys! (jingly key sound)

Lars
Hurry!

Zinnia
(stage whisper) Palanus! Palanus! Are you in here?

Egan
Why are you whispering “platypus?”

Zinnia
No, you dummy; I’m saying “Palanus.”

Palanus
Oh! Oh, I was here the whole time; I thought you were saying

“Platypus.” It is so good to see a friendly face! Did you know my
whistling habit has ceased? I’m so gratef—

Zinnia
Palanus, listen; this is very important: Have you seen a high elf

around the town lately?

*

Palanus
A high elf-- ah, yes!

Moxie
Oh perfect--

Palanus
(cutting her off) He-- his name is Jeremy, and he’s a lovely boy, ah…

he likes to indulge in ale a bit much, but--

Egan



Oh great; he’s talking about the same guy who was in the drunk tank!

Zinnia
(Sighs) Anyone else, Palanus?

Palanus
No, no-- but-- oh-- I once knew a high elf who could spin plates on

his fingers; it was very entertain--

Moxie
(interrupting) I think we’re done here. Let’s go.

Lars
You want to just leave him?

(pause)

Zinnia
I mean, he did hurt a lot of people.

Moxie
The potion I gave him should have permanently erased the effects of

the curse. He won’t be able to do it again.

Egan
You have something that can do that?

Moxie
Yeah, it’s called Curse-Cancel. That’s the brand name. I think the

generic version isn’t as effective.

Lars
Hey, guys, guys? I’d love to hear more potion reviews, but the guards

could wake up any second.

Zinnia
Okay, okay, Palanus, we’ll free you, but you need to find a new town

to stay in.

Palanus
Oh-- of course! Let’s just go back to the inn and I’ll get my

belongings--



Zinnia
No time.

Palanus
But-- but my trinkets and gew-gaws!

Moxie
You don’t need them! You can start over! Reinvent yourself--

Lars
What the heck is a gew-gaw?

Zinnia
People, please. We need to leave. (unlocks cage)

Pelanus
You are right, small rat girl! I will be the best bard in my new home;

no more trouble with me!

Moxie
I hear something; time to go!

Zinnia
Okay, everyone head for the woods! Go, go, go!

Guard 1 (arriving)
Hey, you! Stop!

Egan
Come at me, you cowards!

Lars
Egan, stop trying to fight them, and run!

Egan
I’ll never surrender! Lars!-- Lars, put me down!

Lars
Nope, you need to learn to pick your battles!

(Sound: running)



(Transition to forest)

Zinnia
(Out of breath) Okay, we’ve probably lost them by now.

Lars
(more out of breath) Now, what about Rhodan? Where else could he be?

Moxie
(gasping for breath) Holy cow, you all have long legs. (pause,

panting) Maybe there’s another town near Mittenshear.

Palanus
(absolutely fine) Oh-- oh yes, there are many towns around that

mountain, but it depends on what, ah-- exit one takes.

Moxie
(catching her breath) Palanus, why aren’t you out of breath?

Palanus
Oh, I’ve been doing laps in my cell. I’m in the best condition of my

life! It’s of great use when running from things.

Zinnia
Wait, there’s more than one exit from the mountain?

Palanus
Ah, yes! One that goes into the Nevermirth forest. Before the rest

stop.

Lars
(brightly) Oh, I could use a rest stop!

Palanus
Oh, you’ll love it. Say hi to Hal for me. (pause) Well, I suppose this
is where we part ways. Thank you, my friends; I owe you my freedom!

How- how can I repay you?

Lars
Just try to stay out of trouble; that’ll be plenty.

Egan



Gold would be good.

Moxie
Egan, he just got out of jail; he doesn’t have any money.

Zinnia
Here, (Sound: of coin) take this; it’ll help you get started.

Egan
Wait, we’re giving him gold?

Zinnia
Yes. Palanus, I wish for good things in your future. (Echoing) Grant

Blessing! (Magic sounds)

Palanus
Oh, that’s tingly! Oh, thank you, thank you for everything; goodbye,

now!

(Sound: runs off)

Lars
(sentimentally) There he goes, off to a new town, to have new

adventures.

Egan
(copying sentimental tone) To irritate new people…

Zinnia
Uh oh. Ah, I think I did that spell wrong. I hope that doesn’t have

any bad consequences. (Nervous laugh)

Lars
Wait, you were trying to bless him? What happens if you mess that up?

Zinnia
Probably nothing… but it could have the opposite effect. Like very bad

luck.

Egan
Yikes.



Moxie
(Sigh) I was really hoping to sleep indoors tonight.

Zinnia
It seems we’ll be sleeping outside for quite a bit longer. We’re
halfway to Mittenshear, and then we’ll be traveling into the

Nevermirth forest.

Lars
What do we do if Rhodan isn’t there?

Egan
Then we keep looking.

Moxie
What? Egan, why do you care? You’ve never met him.

Egan
Uh, well, we’re a team. Teammates stick together, right?

Moxie
“We?”

Lars
Wow, Egan! You’re really growing as a person!

Egan
Don’t get used to it.

(Transition - night sounds, snoring)

(rummaging through bag sounds)

Egan
(whispering, frustrated) Where is it?

Moxie
(Snoring) (mumbles in sleep) Dad, I don’t want that responsibility..

Egan
(Whispering, frustrated) I know Moxie used a potion to erase Palanus’

curse, but where is it?



Moxie
(still asleep, mumbles) I really hate Cindy-Lee.

Egan
Ah! This must be it; it’s labeled!

(Sound: drinking noise, starts coughing) Oh my god, this is revolting!

Moxie
(wakes up, angry) Hey! What are you doing?!

Egan
(yelps, startled) Ah! (recovers) Just looking for some rations, you

know, late night cravings, heh.

Moxie
Yeah right, what did you just drink?

Egan
Ah, well.. I was hoping you might have another one of those

curse-cancelling potions.

Moxie
You drank the curse-cancelling potion?! Those are extremely difficult

to make! Why would you even do that, anyway?

Egan
It’s a…human problem; you wouldn’t understand!

Moxie
Screw your problems; that potion requires extremely rare ingredients!

What if someone gets cursed again?

Egan
Screw my problems?! This is important!

Moxie
SO? Did it work? Did your ‘human problem’ go away?.

(pause)

Egan



Well… No. (beat)  I guess this is more complicated than I thought.

Moxie
So you just wasted a potion for nothing?!

Egan
Your potion didn’t even work! Your alchemy is flawed; you’re a rank

amateur!

Moxie
Amateur?! You idiot! Don’t ever let me find you going into my stuff

again or I’ll cut off your-

Lars
What’s going on? Egan, you’re supposed to be on watch. Is everything

okay?

Moxie
Oh yeah, they were just “watching” my stuff!

Lars
Egan? Is this true?

Zinnia
Egan! What happened to “We”?! I thought we were a team?

Egan
Okay! I’m sorry! It’s not my fault Moxie’s potions are duds.

Moxie
Hey!

Lars
Okay, let’s all calm down. Egan, you can’t just take people’s stuff.

Egan
Of course I can! I’m a dra-….ah. I suppose you’re right. It’s- uh, my

rogue tendencies.

Zinna
Well, cut it out. Egan, go sleep over there; it’s my watch, anyway.



Egan
(Grumbles, Sound: walking/dragging noise) Fine, what-ever.

Moxie
(whispers to Zinnia) Keep an eye on them. I don’t trust them.

Egan
I’m literally three feet away from you.

Zinnia
Go to sleep, Mox. Egan, shut your face.

Lars
Sweet dreams, everyone!

(Transition - to bird song, walking in forest)

Zinnia
There it is! I see the cave!

Lars
Stay behind me; the dragon might’ve returned.

Egan
Uh… I don’t think that will be a problem.

Lars
(From a distance) It’s clear!

Zinnia
Oh good; this time we can take a closer look.

(Sound: voices echo in the cave)

Lars
There are too many footprints; I can’t track anything in here.

Moxie
Egan, you were stuck in this cave; do you remember any other exits?

Egan
(pause, thinking) Uh, there was a... lot going on.



Lars
Hang on; I see something! (pause, then gravel scraping noises) There’s

a small tunnel; I can only just fit through!

Zinnia
Okay, Lars has the giant sword, so he goes first; I’ll take up the

rear.

(Sound: gravel walking sounds)

Egan
(muttering) My pitiful human eyes can’t even see a foot in front of

me-- (sarcastically) wonderful.

Lars
I see light! Look, it opens up into the forest over there!

Moxie
(disgusted) I can practically smell the magic in the air. This is

definitely the Nevermirth forest.

Egan
(thinking) There’s... a lot of magic around here? Could it… uh, change

any creatures —or people— who may be near? Maybe some long-term
effects or transformations?

Zinnia
Not really; the forest just likes to mess with travelers. Sometimes it

moves the road or makes the environment look spookier than it is.

Egan
Oh, fun. How are we supposed to get through, then?

Lars
We have a magic user with us. Zinnia should be able to see through

illusions, or communicate that we don’t want trouble.

Moxie
Into the woods we go!

(Transition: mysterious foresty sounds)



Egan
Wow, that’s actually really beautiful.

Lars
Enchanted forests usually are, but don’t-- oop! (grabbing sound) Don’t

wander off; it’s more dangerous than you think.

Egan
What’s that sound? Laughing?

Moxie
Ugh, pixies. Annoying little creatures.

Lars
But they’re so cute and playful!

Zinnia
(gloomily) Yeah, they’ll play with you as they’re killing you.

Pixie 1 (Blossom)
(cheerily annoyed) Hey!

Zinnia
Oh, great.

Lars
That was some perfect timing!

Pixie 2 (Snazzberry)
None of you are allowed in the forest! You are trespassing!

(Sound: multiple angry pixies murmuring in background)

Moxie
What? I’ve traveled through here multiple times!

Pixie 1 (Blossom)
Well, not anymore! We’ve had enough of you people! Turn back!

(Sound: angry pixies agree)



Zinnia
Listen, we really need to get through here; we’re looking for our

friend.

Pixie 3 (Brad)
Do you mean that nasty high elf that came by a couple days ago?

Lars
Oh, you saw him! Why’d you call him nasty?

Pixie 1 (Blossom)
If you’re friends with him, then we’ve got a completely different

problem! (growly) Come on guys, let’s get ‘em!

(angry pixies get louder as they attack)

Egan
(raising their voice to be heard above the pixies) I told you talking

doesn’t work!

Zinnia
What?? I told you that!

(Sound: of angry pixies and slashing)

Lars
Get off me! Go away! (pause, sounds of fighting) They’re swarming!

(Sound: slashing noise)

Egan
Ow!!

Moxie
Lars, watch where you swing your sword!

Egan
You cut me! You cut my delicate flimsy human skin!

Lars
I’m sorry-- I-- (grunts with effort) there’s too many of them!



Moxie
(yelps in sudden pain) They’re biting me! I hate fairies!

Pixie 3 (Brad)
How dare you! We’re pixies, not stupid fairies!

Egan
Zinnia, you’ve got magic; use it!

Zinnia
Okay, okay! (Echoing) Arcane Arrow! (Magic sound) I got some!

Egan
First rats and now pixies! Why does every place we go have a pest

problem?!

Lars
Argh! (Sound: swords slashing) I’ve always hated things that fly!

Egan
(Offended) Hey!

Moxie
Here, let me try! (Grunts as she throws potion, smashing magic sound)

Repulsive Repellent!

Zinnia
They’re dropping like flies!

Moxie
Ha! Take that!

Lars
Uh-oh, they’re glowing... glowing is always bad— get down!

(Sound: explosive magic)

Lars
Everyone okay?!

Moxie
Good!



Zinnia
I’m fine!

Egan
I’m dying!

Zinnia
Oh for gods’-- (voice echoing) Safety Sphere! (magic sounds)

Pixie 2 (Snazzberry)
Hey! That’s not fair! (magic sounds) It seems like she’s the most
powerful of this bunch! Have a taste of (voice echoing) Psychic

Skullduggery! (magic sounds)

Zinnia
Whoaaa.

(Sound: distorted voices of party members in background)
What’s happening?

Lars
Zinnia, are you okay?

Zinnia
Professor Heinegg? Why am I back home?

Lars
What? Why did you call me Professor Heinegg? Back where?

Moxie
Zinnia, what’s going on?

Zinnia
Grandpa? I thought you moved out?

Moxie
Oh no, she’s been enchanted! See, Egan?! This is why I needed that

potion!

Egan
Well, why don’t you have backups?!



Zinnia
Fifi, you can talk?

Egan
Why does she think I’m a pet? How come you guys get to be people?

Moxie
I don’t know how to snap her out of it!

Pixie 3 (Brad)
Ha ha! Now she’s ours!

Zinnia
Mom? Is that you? Did I find the artifact?

Pixie 2 (Snazzberry)
What?

Lars
(whisper to E & M) Just play along; she’s the only one who can defeat

these pixies. (normal voice) Zinnia, you were always my favorite
student! I need you to listen closely - you are being deceived!

Zinnia
What? By who?

Moxie
By your mother - she’s just using you! Trust your dear old

grandfather!

Pixie 2 (Snazzberry)
(whispering) Oh you want to play this way, huh? (normal voice

overlapped with Belladonna voice) Don’t listen to them dear, you know
I love you. I’m so proud of the young woman you’ve become.

Zinnia
Wait a second. My mom would never say that.

Egan
Ouch.

Zinnia



I know when I’ve been enchanted - I have pixie blood in me, you
idiots!

Pixie 1 (Blossom)
Uh oh.

Zinnia
Now LEAVE!(Voice echoing) DIVINE BANISHMENT!

(Sound: magic, of pixies evaporating, small yelps and bubble-popping
sounds)

(Pause)

Egan
(Yelling) Help! I’m bleeding! I’m gonna die!

Lars
You’re not gonna die.

Egan
No, I’m gonna die!

Moxie
It’s just a scratch; won’t even need stitches. I’ll bandage it.

(Sound: Egan complaining in the background)

Lars
(quieter, as aside) Zinnia, what was that? You said you have pixie

blood?

Zinnia
I don’t like to talk about it; it’s embarrassing.

Egan
Why would that be embarrassing-- ow!

Moxie
Stay still! (pause) It’s ‘cause everybody thinks pixies are pests. But
it’s kinda like if your grandma married a fish, and that’s why you can

breathe underwater.



Zinnia
(sarcastically) Yes. What a perfect example; thanks.

Lars
(dreamily) I wish I could breathe underwater...

Moxie
At least we know the pixies saw Rhodan, but why did they hate him? He

can be impulsively heroic; but he’s such a great guy.

Lars
That is strange. Maybe he offended them somehow.

Moxie
Okay, all done; you’ll be fine, Egan.

Egan
(dramatically) You’ll have to carry me; I can’t stand.

Lars
The cut is on your arm.

Egan
(pause) Fair enough.

(walking sounds)

*(Zinnia)Lars
(Quietly, aside) Do humans always talk about how flimsy and pathetic

their bodies are?

Moxie
Egan is the first one I’ve met. Maybe it’s a cultural thing?

(Sound: walking sounds; town crier starts off in the distance and gets
gradually louder)

Egan
(whiny) I’m tired and bleeding. Can we take a break?

Lars
Palanus did mention a rest stop somewhere around here.



Town Crier
Hear ye! Hear ye! The pixies are more bitey than usual! BEWAAAAARE!

Zinnia
Hey, isn’t that the same town crier from Postwick?

Egan
Maybe he’s looking for new work.

Moxie
I see a building up ahead; that’s probably the rest stop.

Zinnia
“H-H-E-F-R-S”.. “HHEFRS”? Like a cow?…. What does that stand for?

(Sound: Bell rings from door opening)

Hal
Welcome to Hobgoblin Hal’s Enchanted Forest Rest Stop! I’m Hal; how

can I help you folks? We’ve got everything here!

Moxie
Do you have any fresh bandages?

Hal
We don’t have those. But! You can rip up one of our “I went into the
enchanted forest and all I got was this stupid t-shirt” shirts; butcha
gotta buy it first! We do have a variety of fresh health potions! Take

your pick!

Lars
Ooh, a potion vending machine!

Moxie
I don’t think fresh potions are supposed to be that color.

Egan
What about a privy?

Hal
‘Round out back!



Lars
These keychains are adorable!

Egan
(From a distance) oh my g-- when was the last time you cleaned this?!

Hal
Thirteen years ago next Tuesday, and I swore to myself never to do it

again. (Muttering to self) Never again.

Zinnia
(cautiously) Do you have any... food?

Hal
We got some tasty sandwiches, or I can get my brother Gristle to start

up the grill! Ah, this here’s my wife Debbie!

Debbie
Hai! I’ll fix y’all some lemonade; don’t you worry!

Moxie
(Whispering) Aren’t we at all concerned that these people are

hobgoblins?

Debbie
Oh don’t worry, hon; our killin’ days are behind us now.

Moxie
Uh, okay—

Debbie
(Seriously) We’ve got a bit of a dark past. (Cheerfully) Here’s your

lemonade! (clinky ice sounds)

Zinnia
Uh, thank you. (whispers) Did you see the price tags on these

sandwiches? 20 gold!

Hal
So how was y’all’s trip up here?



Lars
Not great; we got attacked by a bunch of pixies.

Debbie
Oh yes, they have been rather temperamental lately. You’ve passed most

of them by now; they like to guard the borders.

Moxie
Thank the gods. I’ve still got the bite marks.

Lars
Guys, look! The roads on this shirt change like the ones in the

forest!

Zinnia
(indulgently) That’s very cool, Lars! (whispers) this place is

ridiculously expensive; let’s get out of here.

Lars
Aw, but they’ve got muskrat jerky! I love that!

Zinnia
We’ll take two sandwiches, please. And some muskrat jerky. (Sound:

clink of gold) Thank you.

Moxie
(Whispers) Hey! I found a bunch of empty bottles in the dumpster out

back.

Lars
Oh yeah, you do throw a lot of potions.

Egan
(Sound: footsteps approaching) Well, Hal, thank you for the new

trauma. You might want to burn that thing down.

Hal
Well, we don’t use it much; that’s the customer’s privy. We’ve got our

own.

Egan
WHA—!



Zinnia
And that’s our cue! Thank you so much, Hal; this place was a

lifesaver!

Hal
Sure thing! You folks be careful, now!

(Sound: Door rings again; footsteps retreating)

Debbie
Hon… did you notice that human had golden eyes?

Hal
Yep. Whatever that is, it’s not human.

(Transition - Walking through forest noises)

Egan
(nervously) Heh, you were, uh... right about this place being spooky.

Moxie
(Condescendingly) Aw, you getting scared? You want to hold my hand?

Lars
Moxie, quit it. Egan, it’s all just illusions. Remember how beautiful

it looked when we first walked in? That’s the real forest.

Egan
Yeah, I’m still not loving the creaky trees and glowing eyes.

Zinnia
Wait. Glowing eyes?

Egan
Over there.

(Sound: Hooting owls)

Moxie
That’s just an owl. It can’t hurt you... Much.



Egan
Okay, that’s just incendiary—

Moxie
What does that even mean??

Lars
If you two don’t stop, I will turn this party around—!

Zinnia
Okay, this is the right way. I think. Probably.

Egan
(sarcastically) Oh, good.

Lars
Wait, what’s that?

Moxie
What’s what?

Lars
There on the ground, it’s a knife-- oh.

Zinnia
What’s wro-- oh!

Moxie
Eeeugh.

Egan
What? What are you all looking at?

Moxie
Looks like someone made some shish-ka-pixie.

Egan
(confused) What?

Zinnia
That’s not just any pixie; that’s their queen!



Lars
And that’s Rhodan’s knife.

Egan
Ah… well, now we know why they’re angry at him.

Lars
I know we were fighting the pixies, but even I wouldn’t go for the

queen; that’s going to make the entire forest hate you.

Moxie
That was his father’s knife; he would never leave that behind by

choice. What is going on?

Zinnia
Whatever it is, we need to find Rhodan soon. I don’t have a good

feeling about this.

(transition music - to Rhodan)

Fredsel, Museum Curator
Excuse me. Excuse me! You aren’t supposed to be in here!

Rhodan
(evilly) This looks interesting. Get out of my way.

Fredsel, Museum Curator
Please don’t-- sir, you don’t understand; that is a very delicate

relic!

Rhodan
(normally) Please, I don’t mean to do this! (struggles) (evilly) I can
do whatever I want. (sound of smashing relic) And what I want is to

make chaos.

Narrator
(credits)

This has been Level One Human, episode Three, “Shish-ka-pixie”

Level One Human was performed by

James Miron as Egan



Clark Eileen Atkinson as Zinnia
Matt Griffiths as Lars

Devon Richtmeyer as Moxie
Jason Kulas as Rhodan
Kurt Boucher as Palanus

Also featuring the voices of
Humphry Rolleston, Jeff Savage, J Timothy Quirk, Andrew Usher, Jandi
Hanna, Jennifer Hunter, Christiane Olson, Jennifer Hunter, Ilana

Hunter, Melissa Gabehart, JB Segal and Thomas Rafferty

Story conceived by Ilana Hunter

Written, Directed, and Produced by Ilana Hunter and Kurt Boucher

Additional writing by Jennifer Hunter and AJ Lin

Music by Ilana Hunter, Raymond Boucher, and Kurt Boucher
Additional music by Wendy Sheridan of Music for the Goddess

I am your Narrator, J Timothy Quirk

Thank you for listening to Nutmeg Junction, and may all your journeys
bring you back to a happy home.


